Geography 280 Final Portfolio
There's no place like home

Our first project of the semester was the map of our
hometown. This project helped to get back into the
swing of things for me, because I hadn't had a
cartography class for a while.
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Our second project in class was a thematic
map. We used data from the 2000 and recent
election to make dot maps, point symbol maps
and chloropleth maps. Using each type of
map in the poster showed that there are
different ways of showing the same data,
some are better, some are worse, and some
show a different thing all together than what
the actual data is trying to show. This project
gave me a better understanding of maps
in general and how a map maker must be
careful with choices, because some are better
than others.
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Our third project was the aerial photo map. This
project sharpened our pen tool abilities, as a lot of
time was spent mapping the lines of the cities and
the interstates. We also learned to color an air
photo by using Adobe photoshop and adjusting
the colors.
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Thematic maps are a way of expressing data in easy to read ways. With cloropleth maps
the map reader can easily see the trend of high to low values with color shading. Point
symbol maps show the high to low values with small to large point symbols, as chosen
by the map designer. Dot density maps use small dots, each assigned a certain value,
placed in the area that it is describing. All are effective, some more than others for
certain maps. Point symbol is useful for just about every kind of map, cloropleth is useful
for percents and density measures, and dot density is useful for counting data.
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